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· l\T ote by Minister for Foreign Affairs on discussion with Mr. · John Tay10r 
on F r i da y , 1 9 t h .J u 1 y , 1 973 . 

John Tay10r came to lunch at 1 . 0'0 and stayed until 3. 00. 

He said that he did not expect the Executive to work, although he hoped 

all would come to the Assembly and use it as a Conference Table. Faulkner 

could not rely on a number of his rnembers some of whom were already l n 

touch with Tay10r' s group. At most 13 would stick with Faulkner under 

pressure . His - Tay10r's - supporters on the other hand showed no sirnilar 

disposition to drift. 

His own preference would be for complete integration with Britain - on 

a basis of partnership - if the Execuiive fell through . He realised, however, 

that this would not be 'on'. At the same tim.e he rejected ~ny idea of a 

unilateral British withdrawal, saying that he did not think even Labour - who 

had brought in the Army in 1969 - would pull it out now and that the great 

bulk of Tory MPs would favour maintainir:g the Army in Northern Ireland. 

I challenged this vievl. 

His next prefe rence after integration would be an independent Northern 

Ireland, endorsed by both the Republic and Britain. He recognised that the 

endorseDlent of both would be necessary and thoug!:t ours Dlore important than 

Britain'~; . He knew that we and the Northern minority could not accept such 

a solution unless the rights and security 9f that minority were guaranteed. 

He thought there would not be m.uch problem about guaranteeing the rights , 

but security would be difficult . He envisaged a reciprocal guarantee systern, 

under which Northern heland, the Republic and Britain would guar2.ntee each 

other, so that if disorder broke out in one area and rights were threatened 

the forces of the other two could intervene . 

I said this was not realistic - once the British Army left, nothing would bring 

it back, and we:.., would not be able to intervene effectively and in any event 

recognised that such intervention would only make things worse. Only the 

presence of a military force in Northern Ireland, dedicated to protecting the 

rninority and not liable to be subverted into supporting majority repression 

could offer the minority the necessary security. 

He seemed to accept this reasoning, and W~ discussed alternatives - agreein g 

that a joint Irish/British force would be unsatisfactory, but that a UN or EEC 

force H1ight be acceptable - if we could get it established. 

He said that he rejected totally power- sharing in the pre sent contf:xt, becaus e 
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the loyality of the m inority was not applicable in this situation. They would 

continue to look elsewhere - to the South. No Executive could ope rate on this 

basis . I challenged this but he was adamant. At the same time he saw no 

problem about power- sharing - indeed looked forwa.rd to it, in an independent 

Northern Ireland, believing that the minority would give their loyc.lity to such 

a State . 

He also rejected a Council of Ireland as proposed at present, but saw no 

difficulty about a Council of Ireland linking an independent N orthe rn Ireland 

with the Republic. But such a Council should be inter-pa'rliamentary - enabling 

parliamentarians in both areas to get together. Any decisions it nlade should 

go for approval to the two governments. I suggested that a self- i!lvolving 

Council with a veto for the Northern majority through a blocking mechanism would 

be more satisfactory for the Northern Protestants, as there would be less 

likelihood of conflict in decisions between North and $outh, which could arouse 

tensions. 

We discussed the external relations of such an independent Northern Ireland. 
--

He believed it must be a membe r of the EEC - he regarded thj s as even nlore 

impor tant than k eeping a financial lin k with Britain. I said that it was very 

doubtful if the Cont inental EEC countries would be prepared to accept two 

Irelands, each with a ministerial veto and a Commissioner, as well as 

parliamentary representation. The EEC countries would in any event be 

chary of adm.itting Northern Ireland with its history of violence, but would 

certainly resist doing so if the voting power of these islands was to be 

enhanced in this way. He demurred at this , but nonetheless saw the 

difficulty. He said it would be better to have dual representation, as this would 

give 'us' (viz. Ireland as a whole) a larger voice. Nevertheless he did not seem 

to reject totally the idea of a sharing of external relations, including EEC 

representation, by the two Irelands he proposed, although he clearly saw 

difficulties here. 

He said C raig might be willing to see me, Paisley not. Craig was more 

important than people thought, although his position had been greatly 

weakened vis-a-vis Paisley. He seemed to regard Paisley as dangerous - and ve r j' 

tough . 

I said at the end that the fact that I had discussed his alternative solution with 

,him as a theoretical possibility should not be taken as indic a ting that I re g o.r ded 

it as acceptable. We would continue to seek a solution through the Constitution 

Bill and hoped we would find it. He agreed that there was a chance of this 

though he thought it improbable. 

.I 

., 
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I had the impression that his present view is the result of much thought, 

perhaps during his illnes s, and is very firmly held. While flexible on such 

matters as the need for a neutral milita ry force :in the North, and perhaps ev e n 

joint external relations , he seem.s inflexible in his rejection of power- sharing 

within the present system, and in supporting his own solution of negotiating 

independence, accepted by us as well as Britain. He remarked toward s the 

end that he could accept the idea of a united Ireland, but that this would be 

likely to come more quickly through his path than through mine. 
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